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FlexTruss
Labour cost savings / higher yields / increased profitability



FlexTruss
ARaymond* offers value-added fastening solutions  
for greenhouse cultures, able to optimize labor costs,  
culture yields and profitability.

Easy and fast installation

Robust fastening system

Respectful design for cultivation 

One size fits all design
• Reduced part numbers and stock of products
• Easier purchase planning for distributors & growers

ERGONOMIC DESIGN

SELF-ADAPTIVE

With its flexible back-bone, 
 the FlexTruss adapts naturally to  
the growth of the stem and fruits.  

It avoids forcing the stems and 
reduces the risk of breaking.

Thanks to its flexibility,  
the FlexTruss can be installed 
straight on the stem. It is thus 

faster and easier to install  
and saves labor costs. 



Available in biodegradable material

Related Products

CERTIFIED NF EN 14995

Easy clipClassic Hook  
180 mm / 220 mm

ReelHook

TwinHook

PROTECTIVE DESIGN

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

AIR CIRCULATION

The FlexTruss adapts to most 
stem sizes and varieties, almost 
all along the life-cycle of the 
plant in the season. 

Due to its design including air holes on all sides, the Flex Truss 
offers an excellent air circulation reducing the risk of Botrytis.

The smooth rounded truss 
support reduces the risk for 
the fruits of being damaged. 
The shape allows optimal 
positioning of the stem in  
the FlexTruss, reducing 
damages of the vanes.


